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Alternate start mods skyrim

Next my Windstad Mods first mods apocalypse - magic of Skyrim are you not bored to always start Skyrim as a prisoner? If so, an alternative start is here for you, allowing you to start in many different ways. Once you install the mod and start a new game, you will be taken to a mysterious room with a statue of Meredia. The statue will allow you to begin your journey in one of about a dozen available modes.
You can start as, say, a passenger on a ship, a home owner in one of the main cities, or a farmer living near dragon bridge, a member of one of the guilds, Stormcloak or an imperial legionnaire, a ranger living in the woods, a victim of robbery, a vampire, a husband of a lob, or even a Stender vigilante. Depending on your choice, the game will start in a different location with different equipment. The choice also
affects how far into the main Skyrim search you are, but most options begin with the task of examining rumors of a battle near Helgen.Installation guideboard mod from Nexus Mods (standard edition). Download the mod from our FTP server (special edition). Mod can be installed using nexus mod manager. Next my Windstad Mods First Mods Apocalypse - Magic of Skyrim Don't forget to vote if you like this
mod! Be someone you want to be. Choose from 21 different loadouts then get randomly thrown somewhere in the vast land of Skyrim. Will you end up in the royal house of the magnificent Blue Palace of Solitude, or will you end up at the bottom of a dark, dank mine shaft and zortz ube and have to fight your way to the surface? With 463 start positions (plus added) you'll never enter Skyrim in the same way
twice! What's your story going to be? A random alternative start is even better when used with a character creation renovation mod: See on Start 2 Continue: from 21 class initial sets each with its own semi-random loading. Start at one of the 463+ Skyrim locations after creating characters- the main Quest wire can be collected by investigating rumors of dragons near Helgen- a very easy footprint that ensures
clean integration with main search and maximum compatibility with other mod and random alternative start matches almost all other mods, except for other alternative start/quick start fads. Sign up with a steam workshop, download using nexus mode manager, or manually download and copy all files in the Data folder to skyrim's Data folder, and then run the file 'Random Alternate Start.esp'. A random
alternate start should be at or near the top of the load order to avoid mod collisions. ========================================================================== Cancel the 'Start.esp Alternate Random' file and delete any related files from the Skyrim Data folder. If you encounter Hadarwar or Rallof, they may raise references to the dragon attack in Helagen as if you were there. This will
be fixed on the next release.- If you encounter crashing, hang charging screens, continuous charging, or broken dialog for the Whiterun Gate Guard or Jarl Balgruuf you need to move random alternate start.esp to the bottom of your charging order.- Memory-intensive hair fads can also cause character generation crashes.
===================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================2012=
Added new start locations- optionally added esp for old location Riverwood CharGen- modified CharGen location for faster loading and less memory usage- Fixed battle born farm location (thanks wolfslair)- Removed location Forelhost (thanks backtrace)- Removed College of Winterhold LocationVersion 1.0.6 - Released October 19, 2012- Quest Primary Fixed Wire does not begin with latest version 1.0.5 -
released October 19 2012- Permanent crashes for users with memory problems caused by precaching character creation- Fixed player not being able to move for a short period after Infestation- Added Food to Start Kits for Users Playing With Hungry ModsVersion 1.0.4 - Released October 13, 2012- Moved payment for people using improved towns and villages (thanks to Yetibum and Meadowlark)version
1.0.3 - released October 13, 2012 - Fixed some mod conflicts (thanks diamok)version 1.0.2 - released October 13, 2012- Removed Hoarsfrost Cave Location (Thanks VaMouse)Version 1.0.1 - Released October 12, 2012 - BugfixVersion 1.0.0 - Released October 12, 2012- Initial version of Credits and Permissions
דומל ====================================================================================================================================================================================================: ידכ  םילכה  תא  ונל  תקפיסו  םינמזה  לכב  יילע  םיבוהאה  םיקחשמה  תנכה  לע  הדס  ' תב ךל  הדות  .יתושר - אלל  הזה  דומה  תא  שדחמ  ץיפהלת  וא  הנשת  לא  השקבב 

רדנסכלא רומטרא , ךל  הדות  .םתוא -  J. Velicky, JustinOther, Scaredwolf, סוסקנו הדס  ' תב םימורופב  םירחאה  םילודגה  םישנאה  לכו  . Here is a credible saying worthy of full receiving: Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners —of whom I am the worst. But for this reason he has just shown mercy so that in me, the worst of sinners, Jesus Christ may present his unlimited patience as an example of those who will
believe in Him and receive eternal life. - 1 Timothy 1:15-16 Edit Alternative Start Sharing - Live Another Life, often referred to as living a different life, is a mode created by Arthmoor for the Old Man Scrolls V Special Edition of Skyrs. Mod adds alternate starts to the base game instead of the default experienced in Helgen. [Edit | Dragonborn starts in a cell in the abandoned prison. In it A statue of Mara that, if we
talk to him, will ask them how their new lives will begin. All races except elf and wood get special options unique to their breed. Once elected, Dragonburn must sleep in bed and their new life will begin. Despite making a decision, it's not final until you run the bed, and therefore going back to the statue of Mara and restarting it will allow you to change the decision, which can be useful to get lockpicks as if you're
asking to escape, you'll get lockpicks and then you can change your mind but still have the locks. Fum has that this mod has the potential to spawn the player character in places that are generally inaccessible unless on a particular journey, such as Blackreach. It can make it tricky to get out of this location and start exploring. Dragonborn is presented with the following options: Compatibility[Editing | Editing
Source] has quite a few workarounds for the following issues. Be sure to read the mod description page to find more detailed information about the issues. Community content compliant[Editing | Source] does not match [Edit | Source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Live Another Life provides an alternative means to start the game for those who don't want to go
through the appealing opening sequence in the mess. Dawnguard Hearthfire Dragonborn permissions and credits and permission to distribute assets of another user to certain assets in this file belong to other authors. You will need to request permission from these authors before you can use assets whose upload permission you must not upload this file to other sites under any circumstances and how to
change permission you are not authorized to modify my files, Including creating bug fixes or improving features under no circumstances are you allowed to convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances and permission to use assets you must obtain permission from me before you may use all assets in this file Permission to use properties/files sold you are not authorized to use assets from
this file in any mods/files sold, For money in a steam workshop or other platforms permission to use property mods/files that earn donation points you must obtain permission to earn donation points for your mods if they use my assets from a friend that has not provided additional comments regarding Chesko file permissions - for his polygon shape recognition script. Nikkita - for her amazing work on the vocal
lines for the statue of Mara in the starting cell. Dwip - A new network section for the farmhouse interior that is used by the farm option. This mod is preferred to receive donation points in Turkish spanish translations In Portuguese and Portuguese Polish Japanese German German Portuguese Author: LucasMiratsu Alternative Start - live Life PT-BR Spanish Author: Arthmoor Sp - Spanish - Alternative Start -
Live Another Life Portuguese Author: Neo Alternative Start - Portuguese Brazilian PT-BR Translation - Czech V.3.1.7 Author: Alternative hogofogo Start - Live Another Life Czech Turkish Translation: Fxsasser Alternative Start - Live Another Life Turkish Translation Spanish Author: Campak Alternative Start - Live Another Life Campak Italian Author: riccardo83 Alternative Start - Live Another ITA Life Other
author: Daxuehanhua Team Chinese Translation for An Alternative Start - Live Another Life Japanese Author: Arthmoor and BowmoreLover Alternative Start - Japanese Voice Correction German Author: Penetrator3 Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Deutsch Polish Author: FeelThePo Alternative Start - Live Other Life - Polish Portuguese Translation Author: VANozarash Alternative Start - Live Another Life
Portuguese Make Brazil Italian Author: Alternative MaximilianPs Start Living Another Life - Traduzione in Italiano Spanish author Chorn Alternative to Start Living Another Life Expectancy Translation Spanish Author : pjgr234 Alternative Start - Live Another Life 3.1.5a Spanish German Author: Arthmoor Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Deutsch - German Portuguese Author: Arthmoor Alternative Start - Live
Another Life - Deutsch - German Portuguese Author: Arthmoor Alternative Beginning - Live Another Life - Deutsch - German Portuguese Author:: Skyrim MODS Alternative-Start-Live-Portuguese Czech Author: Alternative Hogofogo Start - Live Another Life - Czech Translation German Author: Voiceactor Live Another Life (Lebe Eye Anderes Leben) V3.0.2 - Offizielle Deutsche Version - Polish DV Author:
TomBrightblade Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Polish Translation - Polska wersja Spanish Author: Oniricoh Alternative Start Spanish Polish Author: MarcusCzarnas Alternative Start - Live Another Polish Life Translation_Spolszczenie Italian Author: Improvised Alternative Start - Live Another Life Italiana Version Spanish Author: kncould Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Spanish Translation Russian
author: Santera DJ_Kovrik Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Russian Translation Polish Author Siaalonas Alternative Start - Live Another Life - Polish 2.4.0 Mirrors AFK Mods TES Alliance Changes Assimilation Lab Fixed Problem With Thalmor Start Resulting in Embassy Triggers Not Being Activated Properly For diplomatic immunity. Actor Dardach Raft's chest stood in the wrong direction. (Bug #22353)
The guard handling the confrontation at The City Gate of Witron is now vital so he is not accidentally killed if the main journey is delayed for a significant period. If he's already dead and the dominant journey is still on, he's resurrected since his role there is crucial. The gatekeeper will also now be moved to his post as soon as the journey is activated that needs him. Because he seems to wander easily. (bug
#21815) Accidentally broke the vanilla start due to missing protection in the script for another journey. NPC residue at Helgen Keep wasn't dumped properly if you were skipping going to the speaker or the cave after seeing Alduin fly away and the LAL search stopped. This fix will not work retroactively. Hadwar and Ralph no longer have to stand in the cave if you've never saved one of them. One or both will be
disabled if a jagged crown has not yet progressed to be diverted to Korvanjund when you complete the LAL search. The guard at the Gate of Vitron did not return to his post after confronting you due to a USLEEP amendment that did not pass. Gargoyle #21058 in vampire dens should no longer attack you if you choose a vampire start and end up in a dungeon that has a few. (Bug #21133) connected another
loophole that caused entry to the Dragons to promote the main journey before visiting Helgan and before completing Korbanjad. The fail-safe there should now only be triggered if the player entered Dragonsreach during a Whiterun message if they were not yet the mess. It will not tweak further as this fail-safe is in place to prevent MQ breaking. Opening the game at Vitron should no longer cause a
confrontation outside the City gate to fail. Bethsda has installed several fail-safes to prevent Haggard from intercepting the player, and the same fail-safes have collided with what LAL intends to do. The vanilla showdown campaign will now close and a replica version of it run in its place to handle it for any non-vanilla beginner. One of the children's beds was wrongly marked with a keyword for the chest instead
of a bed keyword, so it would not be properly defined in multiple adoption pronouns. Added a railing around the staircase to the basement of the farmhouse. I can't have the kids coming down! Repairs passed from USLEEP 3.0.1 for acoustic spaces in the tavern and music. Hooked up another loophole in the Dragons' fail-safe that should cover helgen's goal receipt, but talk to the gatekeeper to get in without
going there. Being sent to Solstheim as a result of one of the random choices (robber, vampire, left to die) was not properly setting the Solstheim start flag on all possible destinations due to using the wrong function to check locations. Trim some properties and rewrite the parts they used to switch between form lists instead. This should help reduce the use of papyrus string, even if it is only a small amount.
Retro scripts are now blocked from running on a whole new guard as some of the logic in them can cause some problems if they are allowed to do so. Hadvar and Ralof no longer have to appear inside halgan cave if the jagged crown has started, causing a plot continuity error. Pick up the word about the mess from the banner mare MQ to get short if the player then passed a guard on the way out of town.
Confronting the guard at the Witron Gate, but then going to Helsgen without entering the city causes the gate to lock again and the map markers are disabled. A fail-safe is currently in place to prevent this. Another fail-safe to clamp down on Dragonsreach to allow the map markers on the opposite chance that the player would find a way into town without confronting the goal keeper. The Emperors can now
start the game as a member of penitus Oculatus in the Dragon Bridge outpost. Fixed a bug that causes vanilla to become blocked from entering Whiterun because the guard doesn't confront you and open the gate. Fixed a bug in the faction's friendly attack system that did not detect attacks against members of the Talmor faction. You can join the Civil War without going to the mess first. Progress beyond the
message to Whiteron requires the main journey to begin. The log found on the burned body no longer has specific dates listed. A slightly different version would be provided if the player was Korvunjund for a jagged crown. If the actor promotes the jagged crown to a reunion in Urbongund before going to Helgen, Hoare and Ralph will no longer appear in Halgan Keep Cave. The different inn rumor simply
provide a generic response that scheduled the actor to travel to Helgen. Sam Mozzie will stay in the game like an Easter egg, but no longer has any relevant function in the mod. Your search phase will automatically adjust like this if you were a part of it. Starting as a soldier in war no longer runs background events in Helgan. The robber and a beginner vampire can fail to move you to a location due to
incomplete keyword checks under conditions for starting controller tasks. Updated Frostful detection for Frostpool 3.0. It was possible to approach the halgan area and enter the cave at the back of the caretaker without operating Aladdin's cave under very specific conditions. This will then cause some skipping search stages, which then caused the trigger to be identified to shut down. After trigger detection
was extinguished, Tulius and Ulrik were not activated, which then blocked access to the Civil War. Nor will the Telmore Embassy properly reset to diplomatic immunity, which could seriously break the main journey. The characteristics of the robbers' abundance position were never filled, which resulted in no prize being applied to the player for possession that the starting position was in. Starting with Winking
Skeever in Solitude did not adequately evoke Rogebir's execution scene upon his exit from the inn. Starting with Hearthfire will cause some upgrades to be disabled or a trigger dialogue claiming the player was Funds to buy them. A script variable not run at Hearthfire DLC was to blame for this. Skeletons and Drauger were hostile to vampires in their starting places and were fixed. The now-starting bandit can
choose from some valid bandit camps as there is in the game inside Tamriel and Solstheim, with the following exceptions: Mistwatch, Nielheim, Trevas Watch, Ustengrav, Bloodskaal Barrow, Shoal of Haknir, and Hrodulf's Home. Locations added by mods will have potential options as well as as as long as they are configured correctly. A beginner vampire can now choose from as many valid vampire dens as
there is in the game inside Tamriel and Solstheim, with the following exceptions: Potema's Catacombs, and Den Redwater. Locations added by mods will be potential choices as well as as as long as they are properly defined. Left for Dead now beginner can select any location in Tamriel or Solstheim at random as long as the target marker is tagged with the MQ101HelgenArcher5 location reference type, and
the target marker is in a valid location record. Other mods will be able to set up locations for this without the need for any repairs. Sven and the girl will no longer be out of their house forever waiting for Dragonbourne to go to Halgen so their scene will run. They should get there as needed when the time comes. The WhiterunStablesScene3 patch from USKP 2.1.3 is carried over. The fail-safe trigger box
should not be active if a mod has been installed on an existing, already mounted reserve. The goals for a second chance are not completed correctly if the vanilla start is used. Added bShowTutorials = 0 to ini file steps to disable the remaining tutorial guidelines that were not run by scripts. Navmesh blockers should now get cleared correctly when starting at Hearthfire. Bethsda's test script didn't disable the
one in the main hall. Two unknown face change mesh files have been removed from the archive. I forgot to create the linked judges needed by the NPC for plantable herb mourds. Dialogue status tests for Sam Hasidi In Kinsgrove and Dragon Bridge have somehow been altered to check on Gralud instead, which of course shouldn't happen. Diary entries and dialogue responses when looking for Sam were
pointing out the wrong days for when he was at Kynesgrove or Dragon Bridge. I added some plant-given herb mou mousts to Shoal's rest farm. It all starts at Solstheim now set up the boat so you can talk to the captain to ride back to the Skyers. The Trigger Arena and castle gate outside Volkihar Castle were ignored when establishing the Volkihar start. (Bug #18872) The bag and bed for Raven Rock
Danner's start were not owned by the actor. Serena's AI bypass was not properly conditioned to prevent her from leaving Dimholo Crypt if none of DLC1's beginnings were selected. Note: All Skyrim DLCs are required now! Please prepare You meet these requirements before downloading this update! Irishth's dialogue to tell her that Albor or Gardor sent you was unavailable on the possibility of starting the
vanilla. (Bug #18363) Marmel and Talan-ji will no longer stand in the center of B and Barb and wait for the dragons to be activated before their scene begins. With the inn Patron now begins with Mercure, Ripten, Loneliness, Vitron and Windlem. Halgan's quarantines were lifted for reborn halgan and Aduzan Morskom. Apparently at some point updates to these accidents, or LAL itself, made them redundant.
(Bug #18591) the starting property owner never sent a message to The Heathness adoption system that the player had a home. So if a new vanilla house hadn't yet been purchased in a second city, the game wouldn't know there's been one available for adoption purposes. (Bug #18681) as of version 3.0.0, this mod now requires all 3 official DLCs to run. Mod-specific tests will only record Papyrus data until
after leaving the prison cell. These tests are necessary just to start the game so don't have to look at any load. Asset start options have been added for Hearthfire. Now you can choose about 3 houses to start at. Three new starting positions of left for dead have been placed in Solstheim. It's not going to be easy. After all, it's Solstheim! Raven Rock has been added to the list of destinations to reach by ship.
This choice will spoil you for the animated boat ride you would see coming to Windhelm. Harcon's court can now be joined as a vampire master. The hotel has been added to the list of wrms. The red guard's starting location was moved north into the hills near the sinkhole of Soljonjad to avoid future compliance issues with the Mod of the ancient Holden town of Sherry. Irilith's dialogue to tell her that Albor or
Gardor sent you was invaluable about the possibility of starting the vanilla. (Bug #18363) Marmel and Talan-ji will no longer stand in the center of B and Barb and wait for the dragons to be activated before their scene begins. With the inn Patron now begins with Mercure, Ripten, Loneliness, Vitron and Windlem. Halgan's quarantines were lifted for reborn halgan and Aduzan Morskom. Apparently at some point
updates to these accidents, or LAL itself, made them redundant. (bug #18591) The worthy owners begin not to send a message to TheTh firewall's adoption system that the player has a home. So if a new vanilla house hadn't yet been purchased in a second city, the game wouldn't know there's been one available for adoption purposes. In order to make it work properly, hearthfire repair is now required in
order to make use of the property to start with Hearthfire installed. I missed a #18681 on the bed's script for halgan fashions. (Bug #18239) added a small stable to the player's horse at Shoal's rest farm if they own one. The horse needs to steady itself. A quick trip to the farm unless you ride it. The vanilla start option will be blocked if Morskom Estate is installed due to problems with their introductory video
about the cart ride. (Bug #18132) factor triggers another fail-safe to the prison cell to get the player back there if another mod somehow pulls you out before you're able to complete a proper boot. (bug #18133) Matlara, Ingrid, and Newborn will now be explicitly disabled by LAL during the halgan cleaning process because they can sometimes be found in the rubble and should not be there. (Bug #17118) journal
entries for the Sam Sheedy search obtained at Dragon Bridge or Kynsegrove gave incorrect text due to the wrong alias being referenced. (Bug #17361) Two positions in the abandoned prison did not hang the ceiling and were put up. (bug #17343) Added a new network to support the Hearthfire add-in for the start of the farmhouse. Added a new ESP that provided support for moving a spouse and up to 6
children into the home if Hearthfire and Hearthfire multiple adoptions are installed. The trigger used to define the search step when using the cell escape session should have been disabled if another start was selected. Otherwise it will cause the player to be moved back to their chosen starting position if he encounters later. The storming journey will now be independent and will appear in the diary as a second
chance. Another new step that will close the journal with a more appropriate journal. The trigger at Dragonsreach that sets the scene with Belgroup on halgan moved him without first checking to see if he was already in the room, which could cause him to float in a position sitting away from the throne. I forgot to include a false identity for the Whiteron City Gate into the rebuilt journey. Overhaul boot search to
allow connecting additional start options without having to directly edit the search scripts to run the mod. Fixed a long-lasting bug with the random option to surprise me. Now it has to be a lot more random than before. Introductory scenes at the old giant inn, the Windfik Inn, and the frozen hud will now play properly when the inn begins. The trigger of the friendly faction in Mara's pool wasn't big enough,
allowing the player to get out of it and get vampires there to turn hostile when they didn't have to. It was possible for Random Guild to choose the Dawnguard start even if the DLC was inactive. Starting as a soldier for the Emperors or Stormcloaks was not marking Unbound as perfect. If the player went directly to Vietron after seeing Aladdin fly over, it was possible for Balgruuf and Irileth to be elsewhere in
Dragonsreach when the scene on Helgen Added an ini segment to prevent the character's hands from returning to the bound state when switching races during payment. ARTH_TIF_LALNewStart_020370F7 was trying to set an invalid search target. (bug #16522) The old prison starting cell has been removed. If you suddenly find yourself transported to the old giant inn in Riverwood, believe me, I'll know what
happened :P synchronised from USKP 2.0.5. The location of the opening prison cell has been moved to the abandoned eastmarsh prison. Across the road/river from Port Amul. It was done to provide access to the New Start option. The start of the farmhouse was moved to a new land mound north of Rorickstad. The property is also renamed Karnsdale Farmhouse for Shoal's Rest Farm. The inner chamber
was unaffected, so there's no need to worry about losing anything inside. All of Vanilla's editing operations for the faction data have been removed. Factional relations will now be handled exclusively in the DLC support file. The opening diary entries removed mention of going to Helgen, and the initial goal of asking about war rumors was removed. To continue the start-up search, go to the inn and ask about
rumors. One of them will now handle Operation B'Helgen. Removes some silent sound files that do not have any problems floating around. Fresh start added: Eric's childhood friend the Slayer. Only available to the Nords. New Beginning Added: Escape my cell. A fresh start has been added: Thrall's The Sorcerer. Denmar can now choose whether to start at Windhelm or Raven Rock (if Dragonborn is
installed). Dumar's start in earlier versions failed to properly advance DLC2Init's journey to stage 100. The result was many tasks on Solstheim did not start when they should be. It has been fixed but cannot be applied retroactively since some tasks could have started by other means. If you want to make it fix itself anyway, just go on the Raven Rock boat and the trigger there will do it for you. The inn's start
option will now offer the opportunity to start at Raven Rock if Dragonborn is installed. It works for every race. A number of old scripts that should have been cleaned up ages ago have been removed. Sam the Sheilly will now carry his traditional supplier stock once you've made your way to Halgan. Fixes are synchronized from USKP 2.0.4. The wrong version of the script that controls Waitron's gate has been
packed and corrected. I recalculated the method for putting Talius and Ulrik aside. Both will be temporarily disabled instead of trying to move them to limit them. The only exceptions now will be to soldier beginnings, which do not require getting to Halgen, and the beginning of the camp, triggering the events that will allow them both anyway. This should prevent some previously unknown papyrus timing issues
that were getting in the way too. The Girl's At Riverwood after Alduin appeared should now play off properly if the player visits Riverwood before progressing before the Storm (MQ102). Starting options for loneliness will now be eliminated if Giscard Halgen's return is installed. The second collapse inside Halgan Keep has been removed and all living soldiers who need to be killed will be. This allows access to
any guard in order to loot it if desired. The bridge collapse will remain in place, so you'll still have to cross over if you want to save Hoare or Rallof. A dialogue bug with Irileth if the player told Sven about the dragon attack instead of Albor or Gardor was fixed. Retro script update notifications will only be logged if they should actually run. Some of the mess in Honeyside wouldn't clean up if Hearthfire was
installed. There were some unsalted pieces of wall in the opening prison cell. The lights on the bridge approaching Winterhold College never turn on for the start of college. Due to complications from the Ylheim journey, the bandit starts here and was transferred to Snowpoint Beacon in Winterhold. (Bug #14530) merged mandatory fixes to match USKP 2.0.1. (Bug #14623) Backup method for Ulfric and Talius
to get out of the prison cell after you reach the mess has been added. Vampire Beginnings did not receive the full status update after it was changed for the first time. The farmhouse location has been repaired so that it will be available for radiant tasks such as the search for the destruction of companion animals. The farmhouse was incorrectly assigned to Hafingar Hold when it really was in Ji'almarsh. The
root cause of the Flyover Alduin failure was found - a line of code was accidentally deleted in the modified MQ102 search segments. What are you doing in here? Fixing the workaround for starting the campsite that handles step 40 of the boot search had to be replicated in the general step 45 handler for approaching Helgen in the other starts. Secondary synchronization fixes that were made to match USKP
2.0. The northern and eastern gates to Halgen should be cancelled after the MQ101 is done but the two steps that address it have not been named. The rush at the camp start-up was not supposed to be disabled for existing rescues that began from that position. Something #13370 the start of the camp, preventing Aladdin's flight from running. This in turn will cause Ralof and the Dwar to fail to advance once
one of them is taken out of Halgan Cave. For Frostpool users, two Snobery Extract potions will now be available in one of the containers aboard the ship for the start of the wreck. The beginning of the camp was not established to handle the return of Ulrik and Tullius to where they belong after the adjustments were made in version 2.3.1. Facegen data for NPC farmhouse had to be recreated due to having
incorrect paths on the generated change network A dead crew member for the wreck started forgetting to place is now on the ship, floating next to his old bed. Three additional start positions for left for dead have been added. Fixed a missing ownership flag on one of the Snobery Bushes at the farmhouse. We have repaired the weapons racks inside the farmhouse so that they work with fixed rack scripts
provided by update USKP 1.3.3. The script that determines the actor as a helgen face has not tested the global space to be sure that he really is still in Tamariel. Aldrick and Talius will now be moved to their rightful place when the player sees Aladdin as conditions are right for them to return home at this time. The Setup script that dries the reset for the player's default spells will now refer back to the original
vanilla function. My replica has been removed. This will allow mods that have changed the default race handle to work as intended. All the vanilla markers used in the script that moves the actor out of the prison cell have been replaced with dedicated markers belonging to mod. This should help prevent situations where the transfer fails and you are thrown back into a cell with Ulf a fresh start option for dammer
added. If Dragonborn is installed, it'll start you at Raven Rock instead of Windhelm. A fresh start option to join Dawnguard has been added, which begins immediately after the end of the awakening, back at Fort Don-Guard. A new start option for Altmer has been added. You will start at the Talmor Embassy and enjoy friendly relations with them until you reach the mess. Unbound (MQ101) was never marked
complete when using a start that required a visit to Helagen to initiate the main search. This will block the initialization of any mod check for the completion flag in MQ101. The Mara statue now has vocal lines, thanks to Nikita. Mandatory fixes are merged from USKP 1.3.2. Amendments are merged from Official Amendment 1.9. Merged fixes required from USKP 1.3.1. The trigger box at Helgen Keep that
collapses the first stretch of tunnel should not be active once robberies have taken over the reserve, nor should dragon roar sounds be played at this time. (Bug #11878) The answer in the caretaker is never disabled in the MQ101 stage 500 as it should be. (Bug #11877) The Dawn Guard vampires no longer have to behave hostile towards their hustle and bustle. (Bug #12115) Khajiit now begins to have an
active caravan camp to relax in before embarking on an adventure life. (Bug #12222) If the vigilantes start to be played, a check on installing Dawnguard will now be made to move the inventory from your chest inside the hall to the outdoor box as the Dawguard search advances to the point where the hall is destroyed and the second collapsing corridor section added in the mess Now sitting down as soon as
The Mess takes over bandits. There will be no more jarring contrived teleport that takes place as the player approaches Halgan. Instead, Aladdin will begin his flight as naturally as possible behind the city walls. Adapting to Aladdin's new flight path, the burnt-out body with the log is now inside Halgan's remains. The body log and travel logs were combined to better suit the new configuration, along with the start
of camping in the forest. If you can get to South Skybound Watch before it was close enough to Halgen, Alduin will start his flyover if you climb to the top of the destroyed tower there. Fixed the problem makes the Mara statue disappear when starting with certain loaded fads. Cripple a branch of dialogue where you can tell Jarl in Whiterun that the imperials are about to execute you if you don't use Start Halgan.
A topic where you can ask Viarmo about dragons has been delayed until MQ begins. A subject where you can ask Fahada for pressures to take down a dragon has been delayed until the MQ begins. A greeting delivered by Humber in Solitude on Dragons has been delayed until MQ begins. A dialogue about the halgan rumors which rely on innkeepers in solitude and Windhelm will refer to innkeeper
nicknames for these cities in case the primaries happen to be dead. A goal will now be shown to let you know when your farmhouse profits are ready to collect if you choose this start. If Savile Shoal is killed, the farm's profits can no longer be collected. Corrected the error that caused the halgan cart ride to break again. This damn thing's too sensitive. Two scripts remain outside the distribution necessary to
advance the search for startup. Another objective marker for the passage of dark water. It will only take effect for a new game. Fixed a possible loophole that could have contributed to General Tulius not being available to travel by cart to Helsgen. Refined the helgen access script to identify any horse the player may be riding and save them with the player when transferred. Helgen start selection will no longer
strip the player's inventory which will keep anything that other mods add at the beginning of the game. The farmhouse now has an anvil, a sunbathing rack and a ground stone for simple creative activities. The farmhouse also now has a stable across the road to put your horse if you have one. Redid the trigger of the script that detects access to Helgen because the trigger box method was not trusted. A new
start option has been added for Dunmer. Set up ownership of the outer barrels and furniture in the farmhouse. Add a few piles of salt to the farmhouse's interlight so the cooking pot can be used immediately. Dialogue scripts for the statue were calling the target number wrong after Update 2.1 changed them for Search. The initial rumours in the Halgen Dialogue will now present a new goal to go to Solitude or
Windalm if he is asked outside these two cities. The dialogue referring to Sam's breasts as wearing hooded leather armour has been updated to reflect his new outfit. One of the robbery starting options still points to the old marker in Palader's tooth, causing the Raiders to remain permanently player friendly. Visit Nielheim to fix it, like this is the location that replaced Faldar's tooth. When choosing the shipwreck
or Redguard start-up, the start-up search will no longer quietly advance steps causing the dialogue to be blocked. Additional general optimization of a script. As you approach Hadarwar and Ralph in the cave, the objective marker will split to emphasize both instead of staying focused in the middle of the cave floor. Additional secondary script optimizations to remove additional Game.GetPlayer() calls. Papyrus
didn't start the house purchase search quickly enough which caused the home variables not to be set at all for starting property owners. All submenus for the initial dialogue to select Start now have to walk away support to random the selections in these menus. It's also accessible through options to surprise me in anyone. The left for the dead now starts random between 5 different locations. You can add more
in a future update when better locations are found. The halgen access trigger is now equipped to handle properly mounted players. During initial character creation, third person mode will be available again after repairing the bed's script to force dimming to black before replacing the player's starting gear. Made some fine-tuning adjustments to the lighting prison cell to avoid strap problems that were spotted.
Sandy Sam gets a new outfit. A new boot search has been added to make running Helgen easier to manage. It should kick retrospectively to anyone who hasn't been to the body yet. The home search begins and has been corrected to set the correct starting variable for the ownership spree. Retroactively fixing it will not be necessary for existing games. All Papyrus scripts have been recompiled to be sure
they are compatible with compiled 1.6 patch scripts. Navmeshes has been recycling with CK 1.6.89 to update their formats for Patch 1.6. Skyrim 1.6.89 is now required for this mod to function. A complete rebuild of the mod after it was discovered damage was done by TESVSnip which caused significant data loss to an unknown number of forms. Optimized scripts that are used throughout the mod to reduce
the number of function calls that are required to process the information. Added a safe storage player to a vampire start. Use the end table near the starting area. Added the search destination for the wilderness to begin clarifying the existence of the burned body. Changed the journal entry for the wilderness to start so Makes more sense with the objective add-in above. A bug has been fixed in which ignoring
the burned body will result in the Dawar and Raluf not being placed in the cave. For a starting DB, the type Erlod wasn't killed as she should have been. The block added to keep people away from the torture chamber was not properly shut down to halgan beginnings. Riverwood could be warned about the dragon if the player ignores the darwar and raloff, or doesn't completely continue saving one of them.
Added a red guard start to Aliker. Spelling error - it should be a burnt body. Fixed a bug in the friendly fire script that allowed the four skull observation bandit to begin to be exploited. The starting position that robs Palader's tooth has been moved to Newheim to avoid complications from the inter-central part of the hideout. It would change your loyalty to Nilesheim if you started with Palader's. Trigger boxes
control things the bandit/vampire friendly faction has been fixed to use the correct player recognition method. Removed some abandoned script features from the journey to live another life. Blocked access to the torture chamber in Helagen to non-vanilla beginnings. Move the third person's lock to the initial stage of the search, so it can't be activated during a script pause following the race menu. (No, I will not
remove this feature.) Cleaned vanilla NPC therapy in scripting before the scenario start by replacing their static properties over search aliases. A bug on the Hadvar or Ralof treatment waiting menu can break progress into the main journey if the player doesn't actually give one of them a potion. Another search destination that will be displayed after you select your start option and move to the destination. Third-
person camera control will sit until after you start and use the bed to get started. The mad adventurer's tenure as a plot device was terminated and the actor burned at the stake because of his audacity. Find the log on the burned body now instead. Cleaning the mess will leave behind the expected amount of damage and debris. The head of the helge won't turn anymore after he's supposed to die and
disappear. Corrected the mad adventurer not to equip their weapons/shield. They need to be a little more of a threat now. Changed the farmhouse earnings ambition to use RegisterForSingleUpdateGameTime() instead of a recurring update to prevent it from running updates forever if the mod is removed. (Stupid papyrus!) If the actor skipped the Halgan Cave after reading the diary, the journey of living
another life never closes. It has now been repaired and will be dealt with with dragonsreach login and talks to Jarl. Marmel's scene blocked Riften on dragons from playing before MQ began, along with a number of other dialogue options from other NPC elsewhere. Resulting face texture Go to NPC Farmhouse to eliminate the gray interior bug. Replacing the torches carried by the ORC with the wreck begins to
use non-shadow versions. Moved the robber's position in a knife ridge over the Four Skull Lookout, handy. This prevents script scheduling issues with entering and leaving the mine. Re-inverted the main search hook. Now you will be attacked by a mad hostile adventurer instead of finding a dead one on the road due to difficulties in getting them to stay dead! Rebuild navmeshes at the starting location of the
farmhouse. At the beginning of the camp there was no cooking pot or axe for the cutting barrier. Eliminate the wobbly camera and lock arms at startup. The civil war start scenes will now play out for a jagged crown instead of the less important comments about Balgruuf, which should inspire as expected later. Corrected a deleted reference at the farmhouse location that can lead to game collapses going out to
the main menu. Cleaned many dirty edits in different places. Should help with odd compatibility issues. Khajit's motorc convoy added the player to the wrong faction, making non-hostile robbers. This has now been corrected. The start of the farmhouse shouldn't have access to the booksfinger and gun closets, unless the actor actually started this scenario. Starting before the storm (MQ102) is now made using
a log found on a dead adventurer on the road outside Halgen, for all but the camp and the civil war begins. Neutralize the stray imperial soldier left behind in the cleanup stages of halgan. Cut a few steps from cleaning the mess that shouldn't have been touched. A number of minor dialogue entries have been added to block talk of dragons if MQ102 has not yet been activated. The campsite will now provide fur
armor rather than leather. Starting positions of the two civil war starts were moved further away from Olfric and Talius to avoid crowding them at the beginning of their scenes. Added option to start as an enterprise dock worker in Windhelm. Repackag with BSA so the mod can coexized peacefully on a steam workshop now that orders a BSA permanent load patch 1.4.27 of Bethesda. Fixed the problem with
exploiting attacks on the robbers/vampire these locations are starting to send you. It was a long way from killing them one friend at a time while the others watched. Move the vampire to Mara's eye lake. The blood throne interferes with future plans for the halgan area. Move Winterhold College out in the yard. Added option to start as stander's guard town. Tweaks for scheduling issues on forest hunter and dark
fraternity starts trying to fix problems with search stage sequences that disrupt player animation modes. Adjusted lighting in the initial prison cell due to a bad radius set in the light reference. Fixed a bug in the thieves' union starts where Brand-Shi won't be in the prison where he belongs. A bug where Breezehome was still old junk is triggered due to bad property allocation. The beginning of the robbers will no
longer allow you to kill your bandit friends with impunity. Please note that in some cases simply picking up your weapon in front of one can get you attacked. Changed the prison cell to remove all the handy junk. The bed will now explicitly remove only the prison attire instead of everything. Whiteron's two starting options will now prevent the gatekeeper from stopping you to block access to the city because
you're already inside. The bed will no longer start messing if no choice has been made yet. The Helgen Map cursor has been removed from the initial map view. Now it'll be as undetectable as any other. Silent audio files on the Mara statue were all shortened to 2 seconds each. Added option to start as a vampire. It would be a Phase 4 disease using The Bloodleet Throne as a base. Added option to start as a
member of khajiit convoy. Added option for hardcore survivors where you are left to die in a remote area. Added option to start sore barricaded in Sinderion's lab in Blackreach. Added an option to start as a member of the Forsworn tribe. Only available to Burton. Donations from both direct donations and premium corporate donations have given Misery and despair have haunted you all your life. Just when you
thought it couldn't get any worse, you were arrested and thrown in solitary. Your trial was supposed to be weeks ago, except no one's coming for you. It's been so long since you've seen the light of day, you don't know what month it is anymore. The dungeon is cold, damp, and worse, you're out of food. At least you have a leak in the wall to the water. It looks like you've been forgotten, soon to rot and die. The
eight will change you! Or... Did they do it? Live Another Life provides an alternative means to start the game for those who don't want to go through the appealing opening sequence in the mess. You will be given the opportunity to choose your race and then choose a new life for your lead character. A wide range of options will be available. What you choose will have an impact for a while, so choose carefully
or the gods may abandon you again! Additional support has also been provided to allow you to extend other lives with your own beginnings. Live Longer Live Bug Tracking Installation RequirementsCorrim Official 1.9.32.0.8 or more. Using earlier game versions will cause CTDs and other issues. Just don't do it. Official Dawn Guard, Heatfire, and Dragonbourne DLCs are required. It is highly recommended to
use skyrim's legendary edition patch. You'll need to turn on subtitles to see the text for startup search. Alternatively, download and use Fuz Ro D-oh – silent voice to see subtitles only on these NPC without audio. It requires SKSE. Don't extract of a BSA file into your data folder as loose files, or allow your mod driver to perform an equivalent function on the contents of the file. This will cause things to load in the
wrong order and break the game. Skyrim is designed to load BSA alongside its ESM/ESP file. Bypassing this causes problems that we will not provide support for. If you insist on going against this advice, you won't get support for the problems you create as a result. Installation - Wrye Bash BAINDrop Archive into Skyrim Mods \Bash install a folder, and then install as usual. Make sure the mod is active on the
Wrye Fire Mods tab. Installation - Nexus Mod Manager Use the Download button with a manager on the Other Life page at Skyrim Nexus. The installer needs to take care of things from there. Or, add it to the NMM manually by using the Add File dialog. So just make sure the NMM has the mod activated. Installation - ManualDrop Alternative Start - live another life.esp, alternate start - live another life.bsa, and
alternate start - live a different life.ini into your data folder. Run the mod using any management tool that suits you. Uninstalling Live Another LifeDue for the nature of Skyrim mods, especially those adding scripts, it is very discouraged to try to uninstall the mod from your active game. Any mod that is more pure mesh or texture replacement has the option to leave behind permanent changes to keep yours that
you may not want. It's not something moderns can fix. That's how the game was designed by Bethsda. No support will be provided to anyone who uninstalls this active game mod and will continue with this save. However, if you insist on going forward with this you must stick to the following: first thing first. You should be sure the main search started before you can remove this mod. The quest to live another life
must have been marked complete, and you must have before the storm is listed in your diary. Uninstalling before this will break the main journey as well as the Civil War. It should also go without saying that if you use the farmhouse to start, clean your stuff out of it first because if you don't you'll lose it all. Clean your stuff from any other start location containers you might use, including everything that's part of
the vanilla game because they're no longer safe in storage!!! Once this is done, use your preferred method to uninstall the mod. .esp, .bsa, and .ini files must be completely removed. Steam workshop users should be sure to unsubscribe before making it or a simple launcher will replace these files again. Load order due to the sensitive nature of the mod, it should be loaded relatively late in the load order. A lot
of other mods may seek to make changes to halgan and character tasks. Passing it on on your list will probably help, I highly recommend going with order LOOT indicates. Starting questSkyrim main has a lot more flexibility in pursuit of the main search, even when playing out the default Helgen scenario. Aladdin's appearance does not instruct anyone to continue the main journey beyond the mess. So this
mod is mainly providing a mechanism to bypass Helgen and not encounter Alduin either. The game will wait patiently for you to follow. So there's no really special effort needed to prevent it, just don't do it :)in the duration of most beginnings, it will look like your journey to live another life has stalled. You won't have an active target telling you where to go next. When you are ready to begin continuing the main
journey, talk to an innkeeper and ask them for rumors. You'll be given a general rumor about Halgen and you'll be discovered to go there. You can also just go to Helgen yourself without anyone telling you to do so. The main journey will begin even if you join the Civil War, complete the first two missions for your chosen side, and then be sent to Vietron. Once you're there, you'll find Witron closed. If you can
bribe or persuade your way in, the next guard to pass by whoever delivers the line about the mess hit by a dragon will solve the first part. Otherwise ask them what they mean by dragons will make you pointed towards Helgen and you can go from there. If somehow you avoid all the guards and enter Dragonshigh without hearing about Halgan, the MQ will be forcibly applied upon entering the main hall. Sorry,
but this fail-safe is required because the Civil War cannot be promoted until bleak Falls Barrow and Dragon Rising are complete. Bethsda did not provide the dialogue to allow Whiterun's Stormcloak takeover before the start of Quest.Choosing the campsite will begin immediately upon encounter with this Alduin.Using mod to follow the default sequence and Helgen will play the same as the vanilla game. For
version 2.5.0 or higher extensions, Live Another Life allows you to write extensions to provide additional start options. This is a well-known list of available extensions:City Watch - The sample extension provided on the Nexus for LAL page. Dragonborn's legacy - an extension to allow you to start as a relic hunter for the Museum of mod at Solitude.Death Alternative - an alternative to an alternative start -
various options start as a slave and/or captive. Salmon Shack - LAL version - a start option utilizing MannyGT.New Starts salmon shakoka - several new start options using the framework.Compatibility start corrections spelling choiceThe compatibility has been tested and approved to work with open cities in Skyrim.Known to be compatible with any mod which tries to remove the essential flags from each NPC
at Helgen.Not compatible with the opening scene overhaul due to collisions with MQ101 edits. LAL transfer after that in Charging order should solve the problem but it is clear that then doing the opening scene overhaul a divisive point that it will get around. If you ignore this and leave it with OSO after LAL, the initial charging screen freezes and the game never loads. There's nothing that can be done about it.
Don't follow the advice given to install OSO after saving in the prison cell even if you plan to run the vanilla start because it will still mess up some things LAL expects to happen that won't happen. Dropping into madness causes the game to get stuck loading the prison cell, regardless of the load order. The oblivion abyss racial bonus module from Occupy Skyrim is not compatible since OCS OSR.esp sub-
MQ101. Legacy Forsworn - Use the Savegame version and delete data \scripts\QF_MQ101_0003372B.pex after it is installed. Don't use a new game version as it won't work with my mod. Halgan was reborn – in the past a lock was required for a vanilla start. As of the Reborn 105.3 mess this is no longer the case and all start options are now fully compatible. Morskom Estate - Previously required a lock for
the vanilla start option. This is no longer the case with Morskom 1.3 or higher. All start options now match. Skyrim's Shlongs (ugh, yes, really has a mod on it) - it's been reported to completely mess up the trolley ride to the vanilla start option. If you're going to use this mod, it's best to wait until you're out of carts and inside to keep before installing it. Be a high king of Skyrim - edits MQ101, though it's dirty
editing. Clean the mod using TES5Edit or make sure it loads before another life, so it doesn't cause a new game menu to hang. Vampires are better - no problems pop up from using LAL and BV together. Even the vampire start has to work properly as the method LAL uses to make you one of the BV call script user keeps in its murky version of the player's vampire search. Pirates of the Pacific - Reported
several times to make the player spawn in a place completely off the map. It is not known at the moment what is causing this as it really should not be possible. Buy_Whiterun3 - The optional New Start file was approved incompatible because it changed the MQ101 search scripts. Do not install the optional file. Legacy Armor Retob - This mod, now obsolete by update, was a tour package held that should not
have been which would cause Alduin to get stuck in the mess. The renamed version of the mod, Morrowind style remedies no longer have this problem. Requiem - There are some ITMs, one of which concerns MQ101 and will interfere with my changes to the journey. MQ102 is also being conducted and will block the necessary changes. Transfer requiem over LAL in your loading order. Cleaning alone won't
solve the problem. Declutter: Decorative plants outside - for some reason makes a house in Windstead To appear at Lakeview Manor.Mods changing the abandoned prison (cell 00021594) will probably have to be patched since the navmesh was held. Mods which change the following journeys will not be compatible without repair:MQ101 - UnboundMQ102 - Before StormWERoad01 - Farmers refugees after
dragon attackMods which edit the following scripts will not be compatible unless corrected:dunPostHelgenEnableScriptQF_MQ101_0003372BQF_MQ102_0004E50DTIF__0005A6A6TIF__0005A6B1TIF__000D50CATIF__000D50DBTIF__000D50E0TIF__000D660DTIF__000E2D03Known Thane offer issues will not be available in any city immediately if you use start a property owner. The interaction between
the journey makes it impossible without sacrificing too much of the content to it. When choosing the companion guild to start, you should go watch the fight before Vlikas will step outside to train you. When choosing one of the two Civil War starts, it is highly recommended to let the jagged crown scene play out. If not, the journey could fail to begin and the entire Civil War journey line will be stuck. Maybe there's
some kind of unsubstantiated dialogue that refers to Helsgen. If you find some and haven't seen Alduin fly over yet, please report these with as many details as possible. Some big-city journeys you choose to start for may not be available until after you leave town and return later. That's normal. That's because of how relocation events work in the game and there's nothing that can be done about it. If you
choose the arrival of the ship to start Raven Rock, the mouse will not be unlocked for any reason when the function is called to activate the animated ship ride. As of this time, it is not known. Avoid moving the mouse. It will disrupt the scene, even though the boat will arrive properly. It just seems goofy. Problem Solving: Show that something didn't happen. I tried to start a new game and ended up going to
Helsgen. Again.Make sure the mod is actually activated. Even if your mod manager tells you it is. The NMM is notorious for lying to its users, claiming that Maud is active, but in reality she is not. Check with Wrye Bash, or with the official game launcher, to be sure that the mod is really active. Help! I'm stuck on the main menu starting a new game! Skyrim version 1.9.32.0.8 or more is required for this mod.
Make sure you use it first. Update with Steam if necessary. Older versions of the game are not supported. Mods that make large-scale blanket changes to essential flags or search item flags may be blocking you from playing. Check the Data\Scripts folder and make sure there are no copies of the following files:dunPostHelgenEnableScript, QF_MQ101_0003372B, QF_MQ102_0004E50D, TIF__0005A6A6,
TIF__0005A6B1, TIF__000D50CA, TIF__000D50DB, TIF__000D50E0, TIF__000D197B, TIF__000D660D, or TIF__000E2D03. If these files exist, they will break the search controls for Live Another You'll need to figure out which packages these have been made up as they will only come from mods. Skeers' files are in Bethsda's BSAs and get overtaking by those in my BSA. Verify its position in the charging
order. This mod should be loaded near the end of the list, not the beginning. LOOT has it properly positioned and should be used if you doubt it. Dude, there's a rod in my face. Why didn't you move it? This is a problem that is typically mentioned and is caused by using improved character editing next to starting with LAL. It's not a problem with this mod, and it's not known exactly why the ECE does the camera
thing like it does. It's not something I feel like I should be responsible for fixing since I didn't make it happen. Your mod is broken, it means my retention can't be updated! You need to fix this! Actually, no, it's not broken. Upgrading retention when you are still in the prison cell is not supported, never has been, and is a source of bugs. The message telling you to start a new game has been added to make sure
people are aware of it. Do not try to continue with your game in this situation as it will make you problems.No. I don't need to fix anything. You have to break yourself from bad habits. The game immediately CTDs when trying to talk to Mara. Why are you making such a carriage mods man? Again, it's not really because of something I did. The problem actually comes from certain other mods that have made
dialogue options cause certain problems with talking operator objects. Mara is such an object. The fact that you accept this problem here is just a coincidence and you would have encountered it again, as during Mulag Bell's journey. So Mara did you a favor with her infinite wisdom. The 2 most common reasons for this are:1. After an old version of the Sofia Hasid mod is installed.2. After version 4.0 of Vilja
mod is installed. These issues can be fixed by updating these mods to their current versions where the authors have addressed their mods issue. There may be other mods with the same problem but they haven't been brought to light yet. Emma explains the problem in more detail here: crashes every time I use bed! Don't tell me it's not your fault either. Surprise! It's not my fault either. The only known reason
for this is the use of a body mod with a no matching skeleton that does not match with it. When the bed is used, your character gets stripped of your prison clothes and your new equipment is added based on what you started as. This is a process that causes a problem when a skeleton mod does not match the body used. Something to do with the body mod bones looking that the skeleton doesn't have.
Amazingly, this tends to only happen on female characters. I have no idea why that is. If it just gets confused... Shit from you, you're not alone. I don't use body fonts. The only advice I can offer is to contact the authors of the mod body you are using and find out if it matches with the skeleton you are using. Trust me, you know if you don't use a vanilla skeleton because it requires one installation separately.
Again, since I don't know body mods, it's possible you just have to be sure that if the body mod comes with one that you use it instead of something else. The journey of living another life never ends, it's stuck in my diary. Not exactly. The journey remains active because it is necessary for it to do so. Go talk to an innkeeper to pick it up. Any properly configured innkeeper will have a rumored topic that should
begin. My journey will close when you talk to the Jarrell in Vitron about being a mess. You broke my game! You are using an old version of the mod. Upgrade to verson 3.1.0 or later and make sure you don't get script errors with the patch script that updates things. Also make sure you don't try to upgrade while you're still in the prison cell as it won't work. I found your burned body and pressed it, but nothing's
going on. That's not exactly the problem it used to be, because all you're going to miss is the diary, which is good reading, but not critical to anything. If it just refuses to work, just skip it or go to the cave, or go to Whiterun.OK, I did it, so I went to the cave, but nothing's there. The search marker is not gps accurate. You should be able to easily identify two poor, helpless souls on the ground, multiplied by pain.
It's the mail and Ralph. Go talk to one. If you were already in Korbongund as part of a jagged crown, the postman and Ralph would no longer be present in the cave because their story lines no longer call for them to be near Helgen.No, you don't get it! A few pieces of Halgen Cave are gone. What did you do? It wasn't me! No, really, chances are it was the fault of TESVSnip.As of version 2.0 of Another Life
Life, the reasons for this coming from other mods that likely also run through TESVSnip.That the program turned out to be dangerous and cause data loss due to improper handling of compressed record data. If you have problems with this problem (commonly referred to as blue spaces) check the reading of your mods for mentioning TESVSnip, sometimes simply known as Snip.Remove these mods first.
Check the cave. You'll probably find that the problem is solved on its own. Only the author of the mod can fix these problems, and they will have to do it by rebuilding their work without using TESVSnip on the files. Olfric's naked, pervert! Well, the women love him... No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no This issue has sometimes been reported to occur in conjunction with the armors
immersive.immersive Armors have Ggle a switch within its MCM menu that should resolve this issue when you use the Alternate Start mod. I was passing the farmhouse and the game crashed. Update your game. This is a legacy problem caused by using an older version of Skyrim. Options available From Thessal: Show Select from one of the many options to start your character. As more ideas become
clear, this list will grow. Caught crossing the border illegally for those who want to use it to play through the original game start at Helgen, this option will streamline the process to skip the race selection dialogue during the lead-up to your execution. All tutorial guidelines will also be removed. You were left to die from my cell, forgotten, in a damp, dark cell. All you really want is a second chance to escape!
Fortunately, Mara felt sorry for you and provided you with a means to do just that, if you could manage it. With this start option, 3 lockpicks will appear holding a soul gem. Blow the lock on the prison cell door and you'll win your freedom. It's that simple. You just start the game properly as soon as you climb the stairs. Until you have done so, you can still go back and ask Mara for another option. After that,
you're committed. If you can't check the lock, you can go back and choose a different start option to exit. Sorry, Mara insists we limit it to just three lock faults. Arrived by ShipYou will arrive by ship in the Harbour of Solitude, Dawnstar, Windhelm, or Raven Rock with just over a few basic supplies, middle-class clothing, and a decent amount of gold to start over with your arrival. Property owner You will start with
the fully furnished house of your choice in one of the 4 largest cities. Windhelm is not included due to the search that communicates directly with the house there. Raven Rock is also not included due to the attached journey involved in the purchase of this property. Each house will start with appropriate clothes in the classroom and some leftover cash to spend. There will also be a selection of city-appropriate
weapons available on the bedroom storage box. Alternatively, you can choose from one of the 3 Heptapierre houses. For these, you can start with a fully furnished entrance road, main hall, basement, and all exterior extras. The only thing that won't be available is the bard since the bard specifically mentions your stewardess you don't have yet. The recruitment table outside should be ready to go with all the
extras you want on the house afterwards. If owning a property in the city is boring, you don't like Hearthfire homes, or you prefer to have access to all searches to hold available, you can opt instead to own a farmhouse. The farmhouse is located on the main road north of Rorikstead and is coming complete with an NPC couple to act as your farm hands. Your farm will generate regular income that you can
collect from the farm You have to go home from time to time to pick him up though. The farmhouse also supports adoption if hearthfire's multiple adoption installation. A member of GuildYou will be a new recruit in one of the factions joining the game. The Partners, Winterhold College, Dark Brotherhood, Thieves Guild, Dawn Watch, or Volkihar Vampires (Lord Harcon Court). Your initial equipment will be
aimed at the faction you have chosen. For the Thieves Association, you'll start right inside the tattered flag, having just emerged from the mice road. Talk to Brinjim to close the deal. For the Dark Brotherhood, you will immediately begin inside the Falkrith Reservation and you will only need to speak to Astrid to complete the process. For college, you will be stationed just outside the Hall of Elements and
complete the initial joining phase. For the members, you will start at Jorvaskr and start with the task of training with Varkas.For The Dawnguard, you will start at Port Dawnguard ready to pick up the journey line just after Bloodlines.For Volkihar, you will start at Harcon's castle only after being bitten and being a vampire lord. The patron at InnYou will be able to choose from one of several hostels throughout



Skyrs (as well as Raven Rock). Some are relatively safe, others not so much. Nightgate does not in particular be isolated in the mountains and is more dangerous than most others. Be careful. Wild vigilante you'll start as a member of a bandit group. For the sake of diversity, the bandit group will be chosen at random, from any bandit den properly configured in Tamariel or Solstheim. You'll start with standard
bandit-level equipment. The bandit faction at the starting location will remain friendly to you as long as you don't annoy them first. Step carefully though, you will have a prize of 1500 gold in hold game picks. The guards won't see you enter a civilized area unless you're willing to pay. Soldier in the army you start as a enlisted soldier in stormcloaks or the Imperial Legion. Which one you choose will determine the
equipment you start with. You'll start at the point right after what will be anyone's first mission, which is little more than a cannon fodder journey on both sides. Make sure you watch the jagged crown scene or things go bad! Camping in the woods you're a lonely hunter, camping in the woods. It will start with decent low level equipment, bonfire, cooking pot, bedroll tent. The camp will be in the forest/hills near
Halgen and will serve as an alternative method for testimony in the Dragon attack that will not require you to be truly in the village when it is destroyed. The camp will remain in place permanently if you want to return and use it as a base. Shipwreck by coast shipwreck! You were a passenger aboard. The ship was heading for solitude when the ship hit an ice cream off the coast and then capsized. Make your
escape from the doomed tool, retrieve all the useful items on your way out, then make your way to the nearby ice floes. From there, you'll realize very quickly that it's a long way to shore. Treat if using survival mods, especially those with hypothermia modules. You can freeze to death quickly! Attacked and left for dead you find yourself in a remote area, robbed and left for dead by bandits. They were kind
enough to leave what they thought was your body dressed in ruptured clothes, but nothing more. Can you survive the harsh wilderness and get to safety alive? The random locations now include several locations in Solstheim as well. With proper installation, any location in Tamariel or Solstheim in any mod can be done to work with it. See the add-on documentation for details. A vampire in a secluded laurer
has always been your home for as long as you can remember. It's not even clearer to you how long you've been a vampire, but you know you're still hungry for prey and still have an urge for adventure. The game will choose a random location of a vampire den from anywhere in Tamariel or Solstheim as long as the dungeon is properly defined. This can include locations added by mods as well. You'll start
equipped with standard vampire armor and weapons like all the other vampires in the game. Note that you may be dropped into a cell with hostile enemies nearby. Be careful when you come out of your laure. A maniac in a hidden lab, the lab you discovered in Blackrich is running out of supplies. It looks like you'll have to go out soon to innovate, and maybe see what's going on in the world these days. Fair
warning, there's a dwmer bullet outside the door to the lab. You'll have to plan ahead before you leave. Still stuck? Need some ideas? Read this excellent thread by the guy who suggested the scenario: StendarrYou's were accepted into Stander's vigilantes and given live access to their headquarters outside Dawnstar.The box next to you when you start is yours and is a safe storage container. Tral you break
into your senses, a sudden weight lifted from your psyche by a curious ring you found while destroying a fish. You're not even sure why you put this on, but you did. And then, all of a sudden, it becomes clear... You were under the control of a pair of fools! Fortunately they're unaware that you've given up their grip on you, and now is your chance to escape! You start the game at Boulderpool Cave, home of two
sorcerers. Aside from some fairly conventional robes and boots, you are equipped with a very strong ring of cheap iron dagger nullification. You're safe as long as you choose to stay in the cave. Venture And once you wander far enough, the sorcerer will realize that you've broken their grip and will be hostile. It's time to run if you want to live! NOTE: There is no safe storage at this location, so leave nothing
here if you want later. Live in the stronghold of Orc will begin in the Urk stronghold of Dushnikh Yal. Even though you've lived there for a while, they still call you Outlander, and now you're hungry for adventure again. For some people, this may be considered an unbalanced option since you get decked out in a full set of orcish armor and a nice big Orchie Battle xe, but you're still level 1. Death can still find you
easily. And finally the leader of your team, hired a new guard, it's time for an adventure, but you'll always be welcome in the camps in Vitron or Markerth. This option is only turned on for Khajiit.A member of the ForswornOnce clan the true rulers of reach, your tribesmen and relatives have since had to carve out life in the rugged mountains, away from a more comfortable life. It's time for you to leave and find
an adventure yourself. Available only for Bretons.Note - you get a breastfed inhaled at the starting position that's sure to keep things in. Working Continuous Enterprise you've been on these docks for months now, maybe longer. The locals don't treat you better, and it's time you did something of interest. A life of adventure and fame is just the change of pace you need. Note - The first final table inside the door,
with a soul gem holder on it, belongs to you and can be used as storage. The container doesn't extend. Haggard Aliker Warrior writhed from life at home in Hemmerfell, joined Iker and went on a scouting mission. Except things aren't what they seem and it seems like time to hit the road yourself. No one in the house is going to know the difference anyway. Danner Fleet (Windhelm)Morrowind is still a very
hostile place, and you decided to take your chances at Skyrim instead. Upon arrival, Windhelm is not at all what you expected or hoped for. Looks like it's time to set aside your expectations of an easy life and become adventurous. Note - The bed and bag you start standing next to for it are yours. The bag is safe storage. Daomar Fleet (Raven Rock)The continent of Morrowind is still a hostile place, and you've
had enough. You're taking your chances on Solstheim at Raven Rock. When you are still not enough with you, your orders will almost treat you as an outsider. Looks like the easy life isn't there after all. Maybe it's time to get to the open instead. This start will begin in the abandoned building on the edge of town, from there, you yourself. Note - The bed and bag you start standing next to for it are yours. The bag
is safe storage. starting with Can be difficult since DLC is designed for higher-level tally. Death will visit frequently if you are not careful! Agent Elmer of Telmore, you are assigned to the Talmor Embassy near Solitude. As part of your permanent duties, you have routine investigations into various issues at Skyrim. Although Elnwen still hasn't trusted you with a field mission until now. How lucky it means finally
getting to do some side reflects while you're out. You start the game inside the Talmor Embassy upstairs, standing next to a bed. Since the embassy is not re-cracking in the vanilla game, all storage should be safe. You will be a member of the Talmor faction so that you can take whatever you want from the building at any time, and you can sleep in any of the beds you can find. Once you reach the mess, you
will be removed from the faction and the embassy will be closed to you until the party during the main journey. Talmor may be hostile to you at this time because of their assumption that you have abandoned your post. Please note that membership in the Talmor faction may also make Storm-Klopples hostile to you, including cities run by them! Unlike starting the bandit, you will keep this friendship as long as
you avoid King Helgen.Eric's childhood friend Slayer is only available for Nords.You and Eric have lived rorikstead all your life and have been best friends since Marleki took you in. Farming is not a bad life, but since Lakir started telling all these stories about adventure life, that's all you two have talked about for months. Eric's father finally gave his blessing and you're both finally ready and ready to leave! You
start the game at the Frostpert Inn in Revicstad. Eric's mini-journey is complete and he's been assigned as your follower. You can fire him at any time just like normal. Your starting gear will be the same as his. A member of Penitus Oculatus is only available for emperors. The commander finally realized that someone had to go out and we would do fieldwork to prepare for the emperor's visit to the Skiers.
Fortunately, the commander chose you for the job. It can't hurt to do some side reflects while you're out doing your duties. You start the game at the Fentius Oculatos outpost on dragon bridge. You are equipped with a full uniform, imperial sword, and imperial shield plus equipment and a variety of incidents. As a member of the faction, you will be able to take anything from the outpost if you want, but since this
cell respawns, you do not have safe storage. Membership in this faction may cause other factions to react hostilely! Upon completion of the unbound journey, you will be removed from the faction on the assumption that you have not fulfilled the duties that you You will also be deported if you decide to turn on and attack your friends Oceleus. Surprise MeRandom Roll that will choose one of the above. Helgen's
standard start will not be included in this. Specific starts of the race will only apply if the player's race matches. CreditChesco - for his script for identifying polygonal form. Nikkita - for her amazing work on the vocal lines for the statue of Mara in the starting cell. Dwip - the new network part for the farmhouse interior. This Disclaimer is not manufactured, guaranteed or supported by Zenimax, Bethsda Gaming
Studios, or any of their partners. Partners.
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